Imagine practicing your golf game in the backyard on a premium practice facility. Not just your putting, but your entire short game. With Tour Greens this dream becomes reality.

Every Tour Greens installation is built to exact specifications producing the most attractive, high-performing practice surface available. Our revolutionary infilled synthetic grass system looks and reacts just like a real grass putting green but without the daily maintenance. Green speeds and contours are engineered to your preference for challenging practice and play.
The Benefits of Tour Greens

Our golf greens are designed with custom features specifically for the client, then carefully constructed to precise dimensions by Tour Greens certified installers.

TruRoll Infill System
The Tour Greens system integrates unique infill sand into the fibers of the turf to create a natural feel and softness in the putting surface. Other competitors use locally available, angular sand as an infill, which causes the putting surface to compact and harden over time.

RQS is made from a specially formulated blend of clean and uniform, round quartz sand designed to keep short game putting surfaces consistent and receptive for the life of the green. RQS is shipped from our facilities or from one of only two mines in the U.S. where it is naturally available.

Colored Top Dressing is a specially formulated blend of black and green acrylic-coated silica sand. This layer gives the green a deep rich luster that makes it uniquely Tour Greens.

Tour Greens Total Service

Design
Tour Greens in-house staff will work with you to design the putting green of your dreams - one that will meet all of your practice needs and integrate seamlessly into your space. With our unique partnership with Lanmark Designs, Tour Greens can also blend in traditional landscape elements, as well as other recreational surfacing options, such as game courts, walking paths, and pet-friendly areas.

Products
From traditional golf course greens to backyard putting greens, Tour Greens offers a full line of synthetic golf products to turn your backyard or location into a professional practice facility. We also provide indoor and portable putting green solutions, allowing you to practice all year long.

Installation
In addition to high-quality synthetic turf, professional installation is crucial to ensure realistic performance and product longevity. Tour Greens installers are well-trained, highly-skilled, and have extensive experience building top-of-the-line putting green systems, which offer consistent performance that will last for years to come.

"My Tour Greens facility allows me to practice for PGA Tour events in my back yard. The condition and performance of my green is identical to those that I face on Tour."

- BOO WEEKLEY
- PGA Tour Champion

"I'm practicing the most important part of my game at home on my Tour Greens Short Game Green. After installing my green, I had my best year ever on the PGA Tour!!"

- BLAKE ADAMS
- PGA Tour Champion
Turf for Every Application

1. **Par 3 Greens**
   Greens that realistically receive shots just like a Par 3

2. **Short Game Greens**
   Perfect for training facilities and larger backyards

3. **Outdoor Putting Greens**
   Our smoothest and fastest greens

4. **Tee Boxes & Hitting Mats**
   A great addition to any green installation

5. **One Putt Portable Greens**
   Roll-out greens for the home, patio or office.

6. **Commercial Tee Lines**
   Designed for golf courses, practice facilities and driving ranges

Tour Greens’ in-house design staff can transform any commercial space into a recreational paradise for your residents or guests.
Par 3 Greens

Tour Greens Par 3 Greens realistically receive shots from 200+ yards and still roll true, creating a golf course experience without the high maintenance costs. The synthetic turf used to create Par 3 Greens is manufactured from fibers specifically designed to simulate the softness, texture, density, and color of natural Bent Grass.

Short Game Greens

Our Short Game Elite turf and infill system provide a surface perfect for practicing all aspects of the short game. Wedge shots and chips shots react naturally on this surface and putts roll true. Expanded fairway and rough areas, greenside bunkers, mounding and grass bunkers make these greens ideal for practicing every short game shot.
Outdoor Putting Greens

Tour Greens Outdoor Putting Greens are designed and built for putting and chipping practice, simulating the look and feel of the highest quality natural grass greens. Utilizing a dense nylon turf and round top dressing infill system, our Outdoor Putting Greens require less infill and less maintenance than traditional sand-filled putting systems.

The ideal surface for putting and chipping

We custom design all types of indoor spaces, from full short game facilities to basement putting greens.
Tee Boxes & Hitting Mats

Tour Greens artificial turf tee boxes and hitting mats offer the most consistent performance on the market today. Each innovative hitting surface is built from specially-engineered fiber that is designed to last, even in the toughest weather conditions.

“The hitting surfaces from Tour Greens provide realistic feel for Tour-quality practice. I love it and you will too.”

BOO WEEKLEY
PGA Tour Professional

Fairway Hitting Mats
Tour Greens fairway hitting mats are designed to simulate the look and feel of hitting from a well-maintained fairway. These mats can be placed at various angles around a Tour Greens putting green, to allow golfers to master their short approach shots.
- Simulates look and feel of fairway turf
- Durable 55 oz. nylon fiber
- 5/8” foam pad backing for comfort

Driving Range Mats
Tour Greens driving range mats provide a consistent and even surface for ball striking.
- Provides consistent striking surface
- Short-pile nylon with holes for rubber tees
- Multiple hole placement provides versatility and longevity
- 5/8” foam pad backing for comfort

Ultimate Tee Hitting Mats
Tour Greens ultimate hitting mats provide the look, feel and performance of natural grass in an easy, roll-out solution. Our putting greens are available in a variety of sizes and styles to meet your space and practice requirements.

Buy Online Today
All One Putt Portable Greens are available for purchase and fast shipping at store.tourgreens.com

One Putt Portable Greens

12’ x 5’
3 Cups
Putting Surface
2 Pin Cups
35 Square Feet
Fringe
3’ & 6’ Wide
13 Square Feet

15’ x 6’
2 Cups
Putting Surface
2 Pin Cups
59 Square Feet
Fringe
8’ Wide
25 Square Feet

13’ x 5’
2 Cups
Putting Surface
2 Pin Cups
43 Square Feet
Fringe
6’ Wide
16 Square Feet

11’ x 4’
2 Cups
Putting Surface
2 Pin Cups
30 Square Feet
Fringe
6’ Wide
13 Square Feet

10’ x 4’
2 Cups
Putting Surface
2 Pin Cups
22 Square Feet
Fringe
3’ & 6’ Wide
10 Square Feet

Drive Range Mats
Tour Greens drive range mats provide a consistent and even surface for ball striking.
- Commercial-grade hitting mat
- Unmatched realism for a natural feel
- 5/8” foam pad backing for comfort
- Durable 55 oz. nylon fiber
- Will hold a tee

Ultimate Tee Hitting Mats
- Simulates look and feel of fairway turf
- Durable 55 oz. nylon fiber
- 5/8” foam pad backing for comfort

Tour Greens portable putting greens provide the look, feel and performance of natural grass in an easy, roll-out solution. Our putting greens are available in a variety of sizes and styles to meet your space and practice requirements.

Buy Online Today
All One Putt Portable Greens are available for purchase and fast shipping at store.tourgreens.com
Commercial Tee Lines

Driving range and other high-traffic tee areas can take a beating, but Tour Greens synthetic turf Golf Tee Lines give you and your members a year-round edge for practice or play in all weather conditions. With proper care commercial tee lines can last up to 8 years and require no daily maintenance, reducing your maintenance expenses. We’ll work with you to select the turf system necessary to stand up to the task and provide the solution you need.

- **Continuous Tee Line**
  - Ultimate Tee for the most forgiving feel
  - Champion Tee for the best durability
  - Provides you the flexibility to set the tee line anywhere
  - Clean, simple look
  - Can be cut at any length with suggested widths of 7½’ or 5’

- **Ultimate Tee Mats with Surround**
  - Ultimate Tee 5’x5’ hitting mats with Superlawn 1st Cut border
  - Clearly defined hitting stations for uniformity in daily set up
  - Hitting mats can be easily rotated to maximize the life and quality of the hitting area

- **Replaceable Hitting Strip Stations**
  - Ultimate Tee hitting strips and durable stance mats
  - Creates clearly defined hitting stations
  - Stance mats provide the most stable platform available in synthetic turf
  - Hitting strips can be replaced easily and cost effectively as an economical option
  - Double the life of your tee line with 2’ hitting strips

- **Ultimate Tee**
  - 110 oz. Nylon Fiber

- **Champion Tee**
  - 110 oz. Polypropylene Fiber

Drastically reduce your maintenance time and costs by installing Target Greens at your commercial facility. Synthetic target greens look great year round and realistically receive shots.